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ABSTRACT
This is a high performance NoC Router that handles precise localizations of the faulty parts of the NoC. The
proposed router is based on new error detection mechanisms suitable for dynamic NoCs, where the position of
processor elements or faulty blocks varies during runtime. Indeed, I propose an online Error detection
mechanism using CRC Algorithm. Proposed mechanism is able to discriminate permanent and transient errors
and localize precisely the position of the faulty blocks in the NoC routers, while preserving the throughput, the
network load, and the data packet latency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the volume and density of VLSI design increases, the intricacy of each component in a system
increases rapidly. Recently the trend of embedded systems has been moving toward multiprocessor
systems-on-chip in order to meet the requirements of real-time applications. Traditional bus-based
communication methods are not able to keep up with the increasing requirements of future SoCs in
terms of performance, power, timing closure, scalability, and so on. To satisfy the design productivity
and signal integrity challenges of next-generation system designs, a structured and scalable
interconnection architecture, Network on-Chip, has been proposed recently to reduce the complex
on-chip communication problem.
Although NoCs can adopt concepts and methods from the well-established platforms of computer
networking, it is impractical to blindly reuse features of existing computer networks and symmetric
multiprocessors. In specific, NoC switches should be energy-efficient, small and fast. Neglecting
these views along with proper comparison was typical for early NoC research but nowadays they are
considered in more detail. The routing algorithms should be implemented by simple logic, and the
number of data buffers should be less. Network properties and topology may be application-specific.
NoCs should support quality of service (QoS), to achieve the various requirements in terms of
end-to-end delays, throughput and deadlines. Real-time analysis, including video and audio
playback, is one reason for providing QoS support. However, present system implementations like
RTLinux, VxWorks or QNX are able to achieve sub-millisecond real-time analysis without special
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hardware. This may point out that for many real-time applications the service quality of current
on-chip interconnect infrastructure is adequate, and devoted hardware logic would be necessary to
achieve microsecond accuracy, a degree that is rarely needed in practice for end users. Another
inspiration for NoC-level quality-of-service is to support multiple simultaneous users sharing
resources of a single chip multiprocessor in a public cloud computing foundation. In such occasions,
hardware QOS logic enables the service provider to make agreement guarantees on the level of
service that a user receives.

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
To achieve a reconfigurable NoC, an efficient dynamic routing algorithm is required for the data
packets. The goal is to maintain reliability and flexibility while providing high NoC performance in
terms of throughput. Fig.1 illustrates a dynamic reliable NoC. Fig.1(a) shows the communications
between several IPs and Fig.1(b) and (c) depicts the dynamic placement of an IP and the occurrence
of a faulty node, respectively, both cases where bypasses determined by the dynamic routing
algorithm are required. Furthermore, faulty nodes or even faulty regions make communications
within the networks harder and even impossible with some routing algorithms, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Faulty nodes or regions dynamic component placement and are the main reasons why fault-tolerant
or adaptive algorithms have been introduced and used in runtime dynamic NoCs.

Figure.1.A Dynamic Reliable Noc Illustration.
(A) Normal Operation.
(B)Dynamic Implementation of An Ip.
(C) Online Detection of A Faulty Router.

2.1. Scenario
Network on chip is a prominent model for communications within large VLSI systems implemented
on a single silicon chip. In a NoC system, modules such as memories, processor cores and specialized
IP blocks exchange data using a network as a sub-system for the information traffic. A NoC is
constructed from multiple point-to-point data chains interconnected by switches, such that messages
can be relayed from any source module to any destination module over several links, by making
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routing decisions at the switches. A NoC is similar to an advanced telecommunications network,
using digital bit-packet switching over multiplexed links. Although packet-switching is sometimes
demanded as necessity for a NoC, there are many NoC proposals exploiting circuit-switching
techniques. This definition based on routers is normally interpreted so that a single crossbar switch, a
single shared bus or a point-to-point network are not NoCs but practically all other topologies are.
This is somewhat confusing since all above refered are networks (they enable communication
between two or more devices) but they are not considered as network-on-chip approaches. Figure.2
shows a model of NoC.

Figure.2 Model of NoC

2.2. Basic Concept of NoC Router
We propose a new reliable NoC-based communication approach called RKT-NoC. The RKT-NoC is
a packet switched network based on intelligent independent reliable routers called RKT-switches.
The architecture of the RKT switch is depicted in Fig.3. The RKT-switch is characterized by its
architecture having four directions (North, South, East and West) suitable for a 2-D mesh NoC. The
IPs and PEs can be directly connected to any side of a router. Therefore, there is no specified
connection port for an IP or PE. The proposed detection mechanisms can also be applied to NoCs
using five port routers with a local port dedicated to an IP. However, the major drawback of these
architectures is when the local port has a permanent error and the IP connected to it is lost or needs to
be dynamically moved in the chip because of the dynamic partial reconfiguration. On the contrary,
for the four-port RKT-NoC, an IP can replace several routers by having several input ports and hence
be strongly connected in the network. Moreover, by using dynamic partial reconfiguration and IPs
strongly connected in the NoC, no one fault location is more catastrophic than another. Indeed, an IP
may have access to the network by being connected to several routers, or can be dynamically moved
on the chip if this only access point becomes faulty. Each port direction is composed of two
unidirectional data buses (input and output ports). Each input port is associated to a first-input,
first-output (FIFO) (buffers) and a routing logic block.
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The RKT-switch operation is based on the store-and-forward switching technique. This method is
suitable for dynamically reconfigurable NoCs. Indeed, in our NoC, PEs and IPs can be implemented
in place of one or several routers. At any instant with the store and- forward technique, each data
packet is stored only in a single router. Hence, when a router needs to be reconfigured, the router is
only required to empty its buffers. On the contrary, with the wormhole switching technique, a single
data packet can be spread over several routers. As a result, the time required to clear all the routers
containing partial packet data (flits) and to reconstruct these packets before performing a
reconfiguration is more important. The RKT-NoC uses non-bouncing routers, so that if a router is
surrounded by three unavailable neighbors, it also becomes unavailable. In fact, if a data packet is
sent to a router surrounded by three unavailable nodes, the packet cannot be routed.

Figure.3. Architecture of RKT-Switch
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Data
Out

Figure.4. Block Diagram of Router

The data flow control used in our architecture is the Ack/Nack solution, which can handle
fault-tolerant transmissions, although this does increase the energy consumption. This solution relies
on the retransmission of packets being received as faulty by a neighboring node. Being able to
perform a packet retransmission after it has been sent to a node requires that a copy of the packet be
locally saved until an Ack or Nack is received. If a neighboring router receives a flit containing an
error that cannot be corrected by the ECC, a Nack is sent back and the whole packet is retransmitted.
Otherwise, at full packet reception an Ack is generated. More precisely, an Ack is generated only
when all the flits of the data packet have been received and checked by the router, which reduces
latency. The Hamming ECC is considered for our RKT-switch, in order to provide a convenient
tradeoff between area overhead and error correction capacity. This choice permits the correction of
single event upset (SEU) errors (one bit flip in a flit) and the detection of multiple event upset (MEU)
errors (two bit flips in a flit). Moreover, the Hamming code is more suitable for NoCs based on
Ack/Nack flow control than the parity bit check. Indeed, on a single bit-flip error occurrence, error
correction is possible with the Hamming ECC, whereas the single parity check would require packet
retransmission and hence an increased transmission latency. The distinction between permanent and
transient errors is granted thanks to a local historic, which saves the transmission results, and a
loopback output mechanism. Moreover, the solution combined with the loopback mechanism and the
original local historic allows the localization of errors, either on the bus connections or inside the
switches, by localizing the faulty port.
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2.3. Basic Principles of Loop Back Module

Figure.5. Block Diagram of Loop Back Module

In an active reconfigurable NoC, the number and the position of components in the network can
change during operation, as illustrated in Fig.1. Actually, the position and number of the IP and PE in
the NoC can be dynamically modified inorder to meet the requirements of the application. Partial
reconfigurable regions (PRRs) must be defined inside the FPGA in order to achieve dynamic
reconfiguration of the 2-D mesh NoC. These PRRs are the regions where partial reconfigurable
modules (PRMs) can be implemented. PRMs represent electronic instantiations of functional units.
They are defined by specific partial bit streams and can be placed according to the application needs.
At present, these PRMs correspond to the IPs and PEs being placed and implemented inside the
dynamic NoC, as shown in Fig.3. In a reliable NoC, faulty routers are isolated at runtime during the
network operations. Let us consider a permanent faulty router that cannot be corrected. This router is
permanently disabled. In the same way, during the reconfiguration of a PRR, no packet can be sent
inside the area being reconfigured. Thus, these PRRs are dynamically isolated. However, these
isolations can lead to data packet losses or increase packet transmission latency. More precisely,
these drawbacks occur when routers containing data packets in their output buffers have their
neighboring nodes unavailable due to a dynamic reconfiguration or permanent fault detection.
Thereby, these data packets remain stored in the output routers until the end of the reconfiguration or
are lost, in the case of detection of a permanent faulty node. To surmount these drawbacks, the
proposed RKT-switch contains output buffer blocks associated with loopback modules, as portrayed
in Fig.3. The role of each loopback module is to empty the buffers of each output port by looping
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back the data packets in the input port of the router. The result is that the looped back packets are
rerouted towards another output port of the router. This avoids data packets becoming trapped when
a neighboring switch is detected as permanently faulty, and reduce latency when a neighbor has
suffered a dynamic reconfiguration. Fig.6. illustrates the role of a loopback module. A PE or IP
emitter sends data packets towards a destination IP according to the XY routing algorithm. If
suddenly router (1, 3) becomes unavailable, the data packets remaining in the West output of router
(2, 3) are looped back and rerouted towards its South output. This mechanism allows the stored data
packets to be routed to the destination. Therefore, with router (1, 3) being indicated as unavailable,
the subsequent data packets coming from the East input port are routed directly towards the South
port by the dynamic routing algorithm. Furthermore, the main advantage of the combined use of the
proposed loopback module, the local historic of data errors, and the switch-to-switch data error
detection mechanism is the precise localization and distinction of the sources of data errors.
Therefore, we can accurately locate whether the data errors are on the data bus, the input port, or
output port, and whether the faults are permanent or transient.

Figure.6. Illustrations of a Data Packet Loopback and A Dynamic Bypass Decision
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2.4. Localization of Data Packet Errors
To locate and distinguish permanent and transient errors, a local historic of data packet errors is
implemented locally in each router, as described in Fig.3. This block is composed of journals related
to the input and output ports. These journals are 3-bit-deep shift registers. The RKT-router uses the
Ack/Nack data flow control. When a data packet is transmitted to a neighboring node, a copy of the
data is stored locally until the Ack is received. If no error occurred during the Transmission
(reception of an Ack), a set to “0” is added to the register related to the input port of the get-in
direction and the output port. If an uncorrectable error is detected by the neighbor, a retransmission is
performed in response to a Nack. If three Nacks are received, the packet is looped back and a set to
“1” is added into the journal related to the input and output ports taken by the data packet. Indeed, the
error source can be located on the bus, in the input port, or in the Output port. After going through the
loopback, the data packet is checked by the input ECC. If an uncorrectable error is detected by the
ECC, the data packet is destroyed. If no error is detected, we can conclude that the errors detected by
the neighbor occurred on the data bus. If the error occurred consecutively three times on the bus (i.e.,
three Nacks), we can conclude that there is a permanent error on the data bus. Table I shows the
correlation between the data error detection results and the location of the errors (input block, output
block, or data bus). The local historic has a threshold before disconnecting a part of a router. This
threshold is the number of consecutive errors required to flag an error source as permanent. Here, we
set a threshold of 3. When three consecutive errors occur on the same journal related to an input or
output, the local historic of data packet errors concludes that a permanent error exists in the related
direction. The data packets being looped back, after being checked by the Error Correcting Code, are
checked by the routing error detection block.
However, the routing error detection block finds in the SGD field that the previous router address is
its own address and deduces a loopback. Consequently, it does not apply the routing error detection
algorithm. When a permanent fault is detected in a router, the faulty part of the NoC has to be
isolated. The part to be isolated has been located accurately by using the local historic and the
loopback with the switch-to-switch error detection mechanism. It can be located in the input port, the
output port, or the data bus. If the error is in the input port, the NoC-router activates the horizontal
availability link of the faulty input port, and the two concomitant DAI links. In this way, the
neighboring component connected to the faulty port cannot send new data packets in this direction,
and the DAI flags indicate to the diagonal neighbors the possibility to bypass its position. If the error
is on the data bus or in the output port, the router detecting the permanent error must indicate to the
neighbor to activate its availability indications links. To indicate which port needs to be
disconnected, the router detecting the permanent fault sends data packets to the destination of the
neighboring router. This one-flit data packet contains the address of the destination router and the
direction of the port to disconnect. However, the router must not send this special flit in the direction
that was detected as faulty. As a result, the data packet is produced in the input port corresponding to
the direction of the faulty neighbor. The routing logic block will then make a routing bypass and the
packet will be sent to an available input of the faulty router.
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Table.1. Localization of Errors

Results of the
Data
Transmission

Results of the Data Error
Detection After
Loopback

Input Port

Output
Port

Data Bus

Ack

No loopback required

Not faulty

Not faulty

Not faulty

Three
consecutive Nack

No error detected after
loopback

Not faulty

Not faulty

Permanently
faulty

Three
consecutive Nack

Uncorrectable error
detected after loopback

Suspect

Suspect

Suspect

2.5. Architecture of the Loopback Module
A loopback module is implemented in each of the four ports of the router, as illustrated in Fig.3. The
architecture of the loopback module is depicted in Fig.5. The logic control block examine the
accessibility of the neighboring router in order to transmit the data packets (data_request_in signal).
If no loopback is demanded, a semi-crossbar connects the buffer to the data_out signal in order to
send the data packets towards the neighboring router and activates the data_request_out signal. Then,
a multiplexor connects the input data bus to the data_in bus. When a loopback is demanded, due to
the inaccessibility of a neighboring router or an output block request occurrence after three Nack
receptions, the logic control block configures the semi-crossbar block to send the assigned data
packet on the data_loopback bus. Accordingly, the data packet is looped back inside the router and
will be assigned as a new packet. During this step, in order to avoid the reception of a new data packet
from the neighboring switch, the occ_out signal is activated. The loopback module requires one clock
cycle to be crossed. Thereby, a data packet crossing a router has its latency increased by two clock
cycles. Indeed, two loopback modules are crossed: one when arriving and one when leaving the
switch.

3. RESULT
Experimentally obtained output are givrn below. It include the Empirical output, how much
components are used, area used and the power status.
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3.1. Empirical Output

Figure.7. Simulation Result
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3.2. Project Status and Area Used

Figure.8. Project Status and Area Used

3.3. Power Status

Figure.9. Power Status
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4.CONCLUSIONS
The proposed routing error detection mechanisms allow the accurate localization of permanent faulty
routing blocks in the network. They are suitable for adaptive routing algorithms based on XY where
the main difficulty is to distinguish the bypasses of an unavailable component in the NoC (due to the
use of the adaptive algorithm) from real routing errors (due to faulty components in the NoC).
Validation simulations of our proposed routing error detection showed a routing error localization
close to 96% for routing errors on an adaptive algorithm based on XY in a 6 × 6 NoC. Regarding the
proposed data packet error localization mechanisms, the simulations presented in this paper clearly
show the efficiency of our techniques, which can localize permanent sources of errors more
accurately than the switch-to-switch or code-disjoint mechanisms. Moreover, both presented
techniques can distinguish permanent and transient errors, and show attractive performance as
presented in the FPGA synthesis comparisons with a non-reliable NoC. The project focuses on
evaluating accurately the impact of faulty detection blocks and improving the routing error detection
mechanisms, by protecting the DAI links and routing detection blocks against errors.

5.FUTURE WORKS
The faults during sharing of packets exceeding the routers efficiency can be more evaluated. This is
explained through continuous fluid flow model. Network-on-chip designs are based on a compromise
among latency, power dissipation, or energy, and the balance is usually defined at design time.
However, setting all parameters, such as buffer size, at design time can cause either excessive power
dissipation (originated by router underutilization), or a higher latency. The situation worsens
whenever the application changes its communication pattern, e.g., a portable phone downloads a new
service. Large buffer sizes can ensure performance during the execution of different applications, but
unfortunately, these same buffers are mainly responsible for the router total power dissipation.
Another aspect is that by sizing buffers for the worst case router, where the buffer slots are
dynamically allocated to latency incurs extra dissipation for the mean case, which is much more
frequent. In this paper we propose the use of reconfigurable increase router efficiency in an NoC,
even under rather different communication loads. In the proposed architecture, the depth of each
buffer word used in the input channels of the routers can be reconfigured at run time.
.
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